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Special Collections, George A. Smathers Libraries, University of Florida, March 24, 1993.

29 Kilometer

Oct. 5th, 1887

[In another hand] An impossible scheme

Description of a Transport System for Removal of Rubble Dredged up by 180 Horses Working
with Floating Pipes .

The apparatus that I have in mind should serve three purposes:

1. To separate out as much as possible the rubble before it enters into the passage of the
excavation.

2. To assure an absolutely complete mixture of rubble before it enters the pipes.

3. And finally to have neither a stop in the flow of material nor any obstructions created in
the pipes caused by stones or other objects which have avoided being ground up passing
through the grills.

In order to achieve this I propose the following:

1. We arm the buckets of the dredged with claws so that they slice up the debris before
digging it up.

2. When dredging we couple a barge carrying 2 ferries of ground up debris of large size where
the debris will be diversified alternately in such a way that as one ferry fills up another
empties and the debris is constantly submitted to an energetic grinding movement.

•

3. After leaving the grinder the debris is sent into a chamber simultaneously with a pipe of
refilling with a powerful pump. At the other end of this receptacle is a pipe neck from
which comes the ends of the tubes designed to remove the debris to the discharge point.

The water piped in by the high pressure pump forms in the reservoir a relative gap and
carries the debris through the conduits at great speed.

All the movements of opening t~e corridors of the grinding barges are automatically
regulated and shielded from one another.
. In order to realise [illegible] and immediately the trial of this system one should put

together the following equipment:
On a barge (wood or iron) of about 200... we mount two grinders of 40 to 50... representing

about 1/2 hour to one hour of dredging work.
One should replace the moveable gang-way for dredging with another that has 2 directions

for each of the mixers, one opening being able to close or open alternately to each of the sides of
the dual gang-way thereby providing access to the mixer.

The mixers can be simply made of 2 cylindrical reservoirs with inclined bottoms connected
at the bottom by a chamber with a [illegible] that alternately opens and closes thereby giving
access to each of the mixers. The mixing is done simply by means of 2 vertical trees on which
are mounted screws of the sort used on small boats. The [illegible] of distribution should be
taken away by a hand-winch...at the same time as the...at the opening of the gang-way entry.



One side of the distribution chamber there comes out the...of the pump; from the other
there should come a pipe that carries off the debris.

A spherical joint or a series of flexible pipes should permit the....

Continued

All the movements should be achieved by means of a transmission of 80 horsepower with
variable cut-off placed at the extremity of the barge.

Summary Calculation

The work absorbed by the mixer to give to the mass a speed of 0 - 50 would be [l/2, MV2,
etc.]

For a steam horsepower - 1000/75 = 18 horses, more or less.
With resistance's of about 21% or so which are not counted - around 23 horses.
If we suppose that in order to avoid any blockage in the conduits we ought to send out 4 parts

of water to one part of ground-Up earth (this is at a great maximum) the quantity emitted at the
end of the conduits will be 50 + 200 = 250 cubic meters.

If we put it another way, around 70 [Illegible] can go up to 140 [Illegible] with active
dredging work.

If the section of the opening of the end of the conduit is .20 square meters, the speed of
discharge will vary between 3.5 and 7 meters corresponding to a water pressure of .7 to 2.4
meters, as in (p=(V2/ ag)

The discharge opening by meter will be:
h= I e/d x V2j2g = 0.03 x 1/0.5 etc.

So for each 100 meters of conduit you need 4 meters of pressure. The total pressure in the
conduit should therefore be from 4.70 + H the height from which one wants to pump out the
debris.

The work absorbed by the pump should depend on this height but a ... compound of 80%
being able without expansion to produce 100 will be completely sufficient both for the grinding
and for the pump.

If one should wish to pump it back a greater distance one should set up a ... with a pump.
The water will come into the conduit by a double pipe, one part receiving the out pumping of
debris and the other the runoff from the pumping.
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